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Men, being naturally selfish, or endow'd only with a confin'd generosity, they
are flot easily induc'd to perform any action for the mnterest of strangers,
except with a view to some reciprocal advantage, which they had no hope of
obtaining but by sucli a performance. Now as it frequently happens, that these
mutual performances cannot be fmnish'd at the sanie instant, 'tis necessary, that
one party be contented to remain in uncertainty, and depend upon the gratitude
of the other for a return of kindness. But so much corruption is there among
men, that, generally speaking, this becomes a siender security; and as the



among individuals is flot quite so central.

Whv We Trust

Monegrnanbehavior is consistent with Hume's argument about oui natural
selfshnss.Hume provided the basis for much of contemporary pu~blic choice. It is

irratQonal to contribute to the provision of a public good. It is always more profitable to be a
free rider (Oison, 1965). More generâlly, it neyer makes sense for people to cooperate in
any way wherever there are mixed motives. If you can gain at someone else's expense, as in

P risnr IDiknima games, defection is always the dominant strategy.
Hume spelled out why: 1 caii do little to prevent you from, reneging on me later on.

If we mae bidn agreements that would link my conunitments to yours, we coiZld resolve
collective acinproblems. Without someone to enforce this contract, you cannot rest easy

tha Iwil flfllmy obligain For a promise is just "cheap talk" (Crawford and Sobel,
1982). It ot me nothing to make a promise. You will rcgiethat I have ventured littie

anddisoun te vlueof y ommtmet i yur w stiaton of the costs and benefits of
cooeain

If youhave10 incentive to contribute to a collective good, you have no reason to
behavemorally in other realms. Why should you keep your promises? Why, apart from any

coneqencs f gttng auhtwold ourefai frm teain? You wouldn't. Moral
behvir i te smegeri problem as contributing to a collective good. Someone who

dent watt eya tax to build a bridge would seek to fidways of chetn on taxes to
PSYfo t ohpolm revolve arourn4 trust. If you trust so n, you will believe

hi/hr cheap talk." You could resolve collective action dlma:People who trust others
aremoe lkey o coprat i Pisoer' Dlemagaines (1)sth 1960). People night

cOnribteif he beiee tatothrswill pay their share. They uea smarguideline for
morl bhavortheGolen ule Dounto otliers~ as you would have them do utyou.

Pubicchocehas taken multiple paths to acutfrhow we get to coeain
Twoconern m hee. neempasieslife exprecs ,the other vaues. 1 believe that

bot ae ssntalto udrtadn why people choeto behave norally. Bohexplaain



Without a cooperative disposition we would neyer make the first move toward cooperation
(Bates, 1988; Frank, 1988).

The two accounts differ over the roots of trust. Instead of seeing trust as simply a set
of expectations about others' behavior, the second view considers confidence in others a form.
of "social capital." Social capital is a set of "moral resources" that leads to increased
cooperation. On my account, it refers to a society's core values. The more traditional
sense of the word--fies to one's conimunity (cf. Putnamn, 1993)--1 cali "social
connectedness." Trust depends upon both. But core values are fundamental. They can lead
nDonnLo t,, trut Parih nther even when our exvectations tell us to be wary. Ties to one's
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We can niinimize our risks by cooperating only with our own kind or our close
friends. People will burrow themselves into their own communities and trust only people
they know. They will be suspicious of people unlike themselves. Their trust is
tiparticularized. " But it is generalized confidence that underlies the idea of social capital
(Usianer, 1996; Yamigichi and Yamigichi, 1994). The more dependent we are on our close
associates and kin, the more we think of the world in terms of "we" and "they. " We won't
trust "most people.." Cultures that emphasize individual rights and especially consensus, such
as the United States and the United Kingdom, depend heavily on generalized trust for a
vibrant civic life and for moral behavior. Countries that emphasize group rights, such as
Canada, structure their civic lives around particularized trust. But this type of confidence
excludes outsiders--and it is less likely to induce moral behavior or active participation in
civic life.

Trust is not the only core value that leads us to behave morally. Religion also
matters rnightily. Tocqueville (1945, 126-127) sees religion as the moral underpinning of
self-interest rightly understood. Faith creates communal bonds that foster social
cOnnectedness, participation, and moral behavior. Religious values and involvement with
institutions of faith promote participation in other arenas: charitable contributions
(Hodgkinson eta. 1990, 107-109), voting (Rosenstone and Hansen, 1992, 273), and
volunteering (Dynes and Quarantelli, 1980; Wutlmow, 1991, 199-200).

Many, perhaps most, of our moral standards corne from religious guidance such as
the Ten Commandments; and other maxims from the Bible. The major religions offer great
rewards or puwishment for behavior in the secular world. People with faith have "somiething
within," a Spiritual commitutent that religious values should shape behavior in the secular
world (Harris, 1994). And religious values, as Tocqueville argues, abjure pure self-interest.
Hillel asked, -If I arn for myseif alone, what arn 1?" while Jesus argued that we should "turn
the other cheek" against transgressors. People who attend religious services regularly are
lessconcerned with creature comforts and place a higher value on being helpful (Rokeach,
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ther xpctaios.In theIless civicregions nearly~ evrne epcseeyn
eleto iltQh rules. It seem& fols to obey tetraffic laws or the tax
codeor he wlfae las, f you expcct eyeryone else to cheat.



more by what tbey are flot than by what they are (Lipset, 1990, 53). They are flot
Americans, nor are they a single culture or 25 million people with inalienable riglits.

Canada lias a strong state, in part to defend its industries and culture against even the
most benign intrusions from the United States and in part to mediate the tensions that inhere
in an ethnically divîded society (Lipset, 1990, 50-51). A powerful state reflects weaker
social attachments, especially bonds between citizens. Instead, Canadians refer to group
riglits, with the state as the arbiter among the interests in the mosaic. When particularized
trust is more critical than interpersonal confidence, groups often resort to an outside
arbitrator sucli as the state. They don't trust each other enougli to work things out without
intervention.

Britain bas strong class cleavages and Canada has long been threatened with secession
from Quebec Francophones. African-Americaus constitute a significant fault lie in the
United States as well, but neither blacks nor the British working class are as numerous or
concentrated geographically as French Canadians. Rus, interpersonal trust should be most
important in shaping varlous formns of collective action, including moral behavior, in the
United States and Britain than in Canada. A key, thougli not the only, component of trust is
reciprocity. So expectations of others' moral behavior should be more central in the United
States and Britain.

Where national identity is weak, as in Canada (or Montegrano), people rely more on
particularlized trust than generalized confidence.' But particularized trust doesn't go as far
i producing collective action or, by extension, moral behavior as generalized trust (cf.

Uslaner, 1996). When you are priniarily concerned with your own kind, you are less likely
to be concernied with the welfare of people who are flot part of your own group.
Particularized trust bas a different dynamic than generalized confidence. It reflects the
exclusionary world of a Montegrano, where people fear for the future. Where people are
primarily concerned with their own kind, they do flot make the link between trust and

n the Ur



1995). Britain bas a state churcli, orgaie hirrhcy (tog iIot as muhas Italy's).
But he hurh o Enlan, lke anyProestnt enoinaions, has shied away from

conrovrs. Te hurhbas a mr itero in civic ife in Biti (Lipset, 1963, 71-
72).

propt eope t gt ivoledothrsshy away rmgti he fokinlvdBual

rol i ho vlue sapeidas bot watis moral. A heacica state religin ay not get



Table 1 about here

Americans are somewhat stricter than either the British or Canadians. Their mean
score is 2.187, compared to 2.310 and 2.356. The U.S. standard deviation is also smaller:
1.916 cmared to 2.108 and 2.032. For ail tbree countries, the strongest taboos oceur for

acton tatappear the most dishonest: joyriding and buying stolen goods. Americans and
Canadians have the most siniilar values, as predicted. The correlation of mean scores across
the eight moral behaviors is .902. The British stand apart from both: The corrêlations are
.692 wi4i the United States and .593 with Canada.

What drives attitudes toward these moral behaviors? If our moral code (or collective
acio more ieealy) reflects our experience, then we should condition our conduct on our

expCttons of others. If values rather than experience formn the core of our moral codes,
how others behave will be less central to our standards for behavior. Our ethical sense will
reflect how we see ourselves as moral beings. If I believe that I generaily do the right

t ins1 will b othe to endorse behavior that most people readas unethical. The 1981
sureyallwsus o istngis between peoples' own beliefs and their expectations of others.

Th fli tcyase respondents to mndicat. how well prescribed and proscribed beliaviors
in he en ommndmntsapplied to Ihrneves and to most people. The cmadet

jitness against a
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impacts for "otIIers obey commnmns " If we deiehow to behave primarily on the

basis of our owu values, then "self obey cmadet should have much stronger effects

uniimnsonl.It is eairto4disentangle the sefand theother than we might spoe
The impe crreatins etwen he wo easues re 255fortheUnied tats, 307 for

Cadaad.0 o h .. hetds orltoswt "efoe omnmns-

and ts ompnen pars--eflctsthe imied ang of eope'sestmatin o thmseves



(Putnam, 1995; Usianer, 1996). But there are key differences in education levels across the
tbree countries. Forty three percent of British respondents only went to grade school,
compared to 14 percent of Americans and 18 percent of Canadians. Oflly 13 percent in the
U.K. h~ave gone to co11ege, compared wo 30 percent in Canada and 37 percent in the United
States. I thus expect education levels to matter most in Great Britain, reflecting the class

If the primary conflict in Britain is along class lines, the key fault line in America is
race. In Caniada, the big struggle is linguistic. Quebec Francophones now seelc t be

maire chz ou, to separate from the rest of Canada. There are also racial tensions in
C anaa n Britain. For Britain, I classify non.-Europeans (blacks, Asians, and a loue Arab)

as the ougroup. For Canada, I consider both the French (who in this sample live
exlsvely in Quebçc) and a category coded as '"other ethnics" <presumably dominated by

Whnthere is a <dominant race or class~, people who endure discrimination may corne
to reject the values, of the larger culture. They may reject attempts at socialization intoqIwhite" or "per class "values. Those at the >very bottom, the "undercIass, " bas littie to

lose-an miht venféel goo4<--by fo tite~ standards set by the ruling culture. Because
thee re ewnon-Euoen in the British sample, I don't expect strong effects for ethnicity

ther. Te nn-Eropansini Brjitain niay be less lilcely to sympathize with normn-busters for
a dfféentreason. Uniliçe Afian-Americans or Quebecois, they have a more tnosstatus
wihnthe 13K. Are they "truc Brits" or outsiders who maintain their owu culture (cf.
Conover et i., 191 23)? You can't be atienated from a culture that you aren't part of.



Tales 2-4 about here

i e visited~ Amrca a cnuyada haif ago. Axnerkcans
trust in othr but even more by a broad moral code that

ritaltfaithftdness are significant, ofren at p < .0001 or
mater nlyforavodin faeson pu~blic transportation

,would others do the sanie?). But even here, the

ýr cearstanard of oodandevil (froni the regression



responsibility to the larger society, so that we are flot quite as tempted to engage in
undesirable behavior. Union members are also more likely to endorse moral behavior, at
least on five of the eight questions. The biggest impacts are for keeping money found,
cheating on taxes, and lying.

Union membership does produce solidarity, but only in the United States. Union
members are more likely to object to claiming benefits you aren't entitled to, to cheat on
taxes, to avoid fares on public transportation, and to bit a car without making a report.
Three of the four items involve goverminent: Unions tie people to larger institutions. On the
other hand, we see no effect at ail for education. At least part of the nuli effects corne from
the codmng of education. A more refmned measure would likely show greater effects among
the college educated (cf. Putnam, 1995; Usianer, 1996). But we shall see stronger effects
for Canada a2nd especially the U.K. Finally, we see strong effects of age throughout.

The British Secular Morality

Moral behavior in the United States is driven mpostly by personal morality, guided by
religion. For the more collectivist British culture, expectations of reciprocity don't matter
quite as mnuch. The Brits are a moral people, but their ideals are more driven by secular
values than religion. Self-obey commandmernts is significant in ail eight equations. The
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the moral behavior ustos Only keig woney yoii foiigd fails to have a significant

Atttues owrdmorliy dped ess o riro ity or reou values in Britain
dma in America. Ideals in the U. K. are driven more by 'a secular stof vale that are not

Stats. Wile ace olarzes he aceptnce f moal srictres in the Unteds ls

divdestheBriishpoplaton.Whie uion prvid soialcaptalbiningpeoleto one
anoter n Aeria, tey omeime lea pepleawa fro, clletiv morl bhavor n



with a large Catholic population concentrated in a Francophone enclave, than they are in the
more pluralist United States and the less devout United Kingdom. Nor is there evidence that
religious values matter more for Catholics than Protestants. Religious values may serve as a
guide to moral behavior when we are less concerned with reciprocity. They may also
reinforce group identity. If you trust your own kind much more than you trust all other
people, the values you share with your group will be essential components of your personal
moral code.

Making Sense of the Patterns

Beyond summarizing the tables, what can we learn about what underlies moral codes
in each country? Even though we only have eight cases of moral behavior, looking at
patterns of coefficients across both moral measures and nations can be instructive.

First, we see that Canadians share a moral code with the United States more than
either does with Britain. The mean scores in Table 1 for Canada and the United States
correlate at .903. Canada and Britain are related at only .593, the U.S. and the U.K. at
.692. This surface similarity is deceiving. Canada is distinctive. It places far less emphasis
on mterpersonal trust than either Britain or the U.S. The correlations of the (unstandardized)
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stakes or the level of consensus in society. Instead, it helps us solve collective dilenimas,
but only inuthe private realm. Where there is a stronger state, as in Britain and especially
Cand, even interpersonal trust has a limited role. It has no impact on whether we should
<cheat tegovernment; and where goveriment is very strong, it doesn't have mucli impact on
our daily lives cither.

Trust la the only measure of reciprocity that matters. There are sporadic significant
coefiietsfor otesobey commandments, but they are rare and display no coherent

patm.I trust were simply a sunimary of our experiences, it should be more hlgbly
created with oui expectations of others. And others obey commandments, which surely is

an xreso of oui experience, should have more proone effects on what we consider

Reliiousvalues also count most when there is least consensus on moral behaviors,
provdin suportfor the~ idea that faith is a formn of social capital. But religion doesn't work

eveywhre.Itseffctsare strongest in the most religious society (the United States) and
weaes i th mstseula (riai). What makes one sceymore religlous than aohr

Gely(1991) sugssthat greater pluralism, where faithsk have to compete for bellevers,
'can rmt srne religou bei. And the United States abue the idea of astate

chuch n fvorof hlgbly decentrallzed and often democratic religious cmuiis h
mor plraistc he> rloua environment, the more faith is likely to serve as a form of

In lltheecountries, personal moral codes are the central key to the puzzle.
Noweredowe sce big impacts for others <obey comnmandmns And eeyhr efoe
commndmntsare central to moral attitudes. Only in Biando we see a clear ptenfor

sel byê. IthUnedStates and Canada, persnal moral codes are ipratacross the
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71.3 (p < .90, two-tailed test). Whites were less positive (62.0) toward blacks dma
in African-Axnericans were toward themaselves (88.0). So the miority group feels positively

toward the majority, but flot vice-versa. In Canada, the minority distrusts the majority: A
1991 survey by the Canadiani Broadcasting Company and the Globe and Mail shows that 78
percent of Anglophon~es believe that English Canadians care about French Canadian,
compared to only 48 percent of Francophones. But there was virtually no différence on
whether Frenchi Canadians care about Anglophones (60.3 percent and 64.9 percent

to epcivl) 1  A minority that feels divorced fromn the larger society can detract fromn
social capital, A minority that stili identifies with the larger society may contribute less to
generalized trust. Since it does not withhold fundamnental loyalties, the smaller group may
develop its own social institutions and norms without challenging those of the larger society.

There is an irony ini these resuits for the study of social capital. We should be careful
in kin inférences about a country's set of values from. aggregate figures. Recali that
Canada iraxks. sU :hly higher (50 percent) on interpersonal trust than either the United States

f or Britain. But stronger divisions within the society make generalized trust less potent as a
source of social capital. The simple level of trust is flot a fail-safé guide to its potency.

j oca capital depends on social context.



Keep Money Found

Hit Car/No Report

Lie in Own Interest

Cheat on Taxes

Avoid Fare/Public
Transportation

Claim Govemment
Benefits Unfairly

Buy Stolen Goods

Joyride
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TABLE 1

Means and Standard Deviations of Moral Behavior Measures

United States United Kingdom Canada
Mean Std Deviation Mean Std Deviation Mean Std Deviation

3.907 2.817 2,665 2.265 3.831 2.979

2.541 2.551 2.618 2.309 2.111 1.976

2.467 2.049 2.957 2.324 2.686 2.250

2.074 1.996 2.785 2.526 2.203 2.155

1.950 1.830 2.269 2.015 2.333 2.230

1.669 1.635

1.665

1.226

1.800 1.672

1.496

.950

2.048

1.342

2.465 2.313

1.947

1.203

1.901

1.317

1824

1.140
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Yolanda Rich. Deborah D. Usianer lias been my most profound support system, both
in things English and more generally.

1. Jewish law teaches that expressions of faith are based upon exceptions to rationality.
Were moral commandments merely rational responses to our environment, there
would be no need for values (much less religious commandments).

2. Elsewhere 1 deal with a third value, social egalitarianism (Uslaner, 1996). But the
World Values Study lias no good measures for this value, so I do not include it here.

3. The correlation between generalized and particularized trust is particularly low for
Quebecois. Trust ini others is related to confidence in fellow countrymen at only .049
and trust in Francophones at .093. For Anglophones, generalized trust is more
strongly related to both types of particularized confidence (.216 for ail countrymen
and .170 for Francophones).

4. The gammas between trust and hope for the future in the 1981 WVS are .334 for the
United States, .402 for the United Kingdom, and just .184 for Canada. When the
WVVS in 1990 asked Canadians about trust in their fellow countrymen and trust in
Frenchi Canadians, there was no identical question about expectations for the future.
The closest I could corne is whether liard work will likely lead to success. For
Quebecois, the correlation between generalized trust and belief that liard work will
pay off is -.026 (the wrong direction), while the correlation witli particularized trust
(faith ini fellow Frenchi Canadians) is .155. For Anglophones, the correlation between
generalized trust and liard work is .054; for trust in fellow countrymen (presumably



5. The bigher correlation for the U.K. may reflect its greater homogeneity. If people
resemble you, their behavior is more likely to be similar to your own.

6. The self factor is correlated with social trust at just .047, the other factor at .107 in
the United States. In Britaiin the correlations with trust are .015 and .067,
respectively. Fo Caniada, they are .081 and .143.

7. The gamma between the importance of God in daily life and clear standards of good
and evil is about .35 for all tbree countries, about the same as we flid for the
importance of religion and whether one believes in a personal 9od. The correlation
is within the bounds of other measures of religiosity.

8. There are questions on membership ini orgaiton and volutern, but I do flot
use them. Lt is doubtful that membership in orgnztons or volutering precedes
moral behavior. More likely, people with high ethical standards are more likely to
volunteer (Hodgkinson et al., 1990). Second, even if we put aside theoretical doubts,
neither rnembership nrvolunern had much effect on morl ehavior i

9. Union membership is a trichotomous variable: Respondent is a member, someone else
ini the household is a miember, and no one is a member.

10. If you flnd money with no identification, the moral dilernma vanishes.

11. Irnialy, racohoesare no more likely tocha on axs whh is a national

12. The 1990 World Values Study asked whether Canadians trusted their fellow
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than blacks give their primnary identification as "AInericanI (29.5 percent compared to 18.3
percent). But the difference in Canadian identity between Anglophones and Francophones is
far greater (47.0 percent to 10.4 percent).
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